Producer hereby acknowledges the animals on this load have never been fed Beta Agonists and were loaded according to Humane Handling Procedures, in good health and physical condition upon leaving loading facility.

Signature: ________________________________, Seller

Producer #: _____________________________
Producer Name: ____________________________
Barn Location: _______________________________
# of Head Loaded: __________________________

Transporter Acknowledgement of Understanding: IPC has a Zero-Tolerance Policy established for the health of our animal welfare system. All Transporters are required to abide by this policy. ALL Drivers will follow the posted unloading policies and procedures, control the flow of hogs off the trailer and will NOT abuse and or neglect hogs on the IPC Premises.

Trucking Company_________________________________
IPC Trucking #________________________
Rate: __________________ Flat or Cwt. (circle one)
Wash Out: ___________________________
Driver Name: ________________________ (print)TQA#________________________

# Head in Lot__________ + # DOA____ + # Subjects_____+
# Destroyed_____ + # Resales_______ = Total # Head on Load__________

Scale Employee_______________
Recount Employee_____________


Mission Statement: Indiana Packers is a relationship-focused food company proudly delivering pork products to communities around the globe.